MHSG Games Hour: Charlie and the Chocolate Factory Treasure Hunt

#1

#2

Hot chocolate poured out of one of these in
Prince Pondicherry’s palace

Charlie’s surname

#3

#4

Willy Wonka invented a way of making

People standing on the street outside Willy

chocolate ice cream so that it stays cold for

Wonka’s factory could see small dark shadows

hours and hours without being in one of these.

moving about behind the frosted …………..…...
of the factory.

#5

#6

The surname of the second child to find a

Chocolate tastes better than cacao beans

Golden Ticket.

because it has milk and ……………… in it.

#7

#8

Mrs Gloop carried one of these along with her

While riding the pink boiled-sweet boat down

when she visited the chocolate factory.

the chocolate river, Mr Wonka filled one of
these with chocolate from the river and
handed it to Charlie to drink.

#9

#10

There were many different types of rooms in

Mr Bucket worked in a factory that

Willy Wonka’s factory.

manufactured this before it went bust and had

The name of each room was written

to close down.

on its ……………….
#11

#12

In the whole Bucket household, there was only

How wonderful it would be to rest my head

one of these and it was shared by all four of

on one of Mr Willy Wonka’s

Charlie’s grandparents.

Eatable Marshmallow ……………… !

Instructions:

1. Print out pages 1 and 2 on both sides of a single sheet of paper.
2. Cut out the twelve treasure clues and hide them in or around the following places
around the house:
Clue no.

Hiding place

#1

Pass this clue to your child when he/she comes to
ask for it at the start of the game

#2

A tap

#3

A bucket

#4

Refrigerator (inside or outside)

#5

Window

#6

Bottle/packet of salt

#7

Container/packet of sugar

#8

Umbrella

#9

Mug

#10

Door

#11

Toothpaste

#12

Bed

3. (Optional) Print and cut out the chocolate bar label and the Golden Ticket (next
page) and wrap an actual chocolate bar (or a “treasure’ of your choice) with the
printed label, placing the Golden Ticket under it.

4. Hide the “treasure” under a pillow somewhere in the house.

